Microsoft Web Platform
Customer Solution Case Study

Industry Group Demonstrates Technology
Leadership with Rich-Media Solutions

Overview
Country or Region: United States
Industry: Entertainment
Customer Profile
The Country Music Association (CMA),
founded in 1958, is best known for its
creation of and annual inductions into
the Country Music Hall of Fame, the CMA
Awards, and the CMA Music Festival.
Business Situation
CMA is always seeking to broaden the
appeal of country music, especially
among younger fans. The association
also wants to demonstrate that it is using
newer technologies to promote country
music in general.
Solution
CMA worked with solution provider
Firefly Logic to develop and deploy two
highly interactive, rich-media experiences
at the CMA Music Festival and an add-in
for Windows® Internet Explorer® 8.
Benefits
 Larger audience
 Technology leadership
 Efficient development and scalable,
reliable hosting
 Promotion of industry

“We‟re showing how the technology can help forge
stronger connections among the fans, the labels, the
artists, and the industry as a whole.”
Chris Felder, Digital Media Director, Country Music Association

For more than 50 years, the Country Music Association (CMA)
has helped bring country music to millions of fans worldwide
through its promotion of and collaboration with record labels,
radio stations, and artists. It is best known for two yearly events:
the CMA Music Festival and the CMA Awards. At this year‟s
festival and on its Web site, CMA showcased two rich-media
solutions based on the Microsoft® Silverlight™ browser plug-in
and Windows® Azure platform. Developed by CMA partner
Firefly Logic, these solutions have resulted in significantly more
visits to the Web site, and are helping demonstrate CMA‟s
technology leadership to the industry as a whole. The solutions
also were produced and implemented rapidly and costeffectively, thanks to the “cloud” services model provided by the
Windows Azure platform.

“Even though Flash
multimedia software was
used far more widely in
our industry, we liked
what we learned about
Silverlight, especially its
Deep Zoom capabilities.”
Chris Felder, Digital Media Director,
Country Music Association

Situation
From its origins as a convention for
country-music radio disc jockeys to its
current status as a gathering of more than
200,000 fans, artists, record-label
representatives, and reporters from around
the world, the CMA Music Festival has
become the largest and best-known
entertainment event in Nashville,
Tennessee. At the 2009 festival, more than
52,000 people attended daily, on average,
for each of the event‟s four days, and
dozens of top-name artists performed
more than 32 hours of concerts.
According to Chris Felder, Digital Media
Director, Country Music Association, which
sponsors the festival, the CMA Music
Festival “always has been and always will
be” about the personal connection
between fans, artists, and the music. For
this reason, festival promoters work hard to
sustain that connection after the festival
itself, and in the recent past, they relied on
e-mail for staying in contact with fans.
Today, however, e-mail alone is not
enough, especially with the younger
generation of country-music listeners.
“Younger fans, who form a demographic
we are eager to cultivate, are technically
sophisticated and immersed in the world of
mobile communications and online social
networking,” explains Ben Bennett, Online
Promotion and Mobile Marketing Manager,
Country Music Association. “To overturn
the sometimes-held notion that countrymusic culture is old fashioned, we need to
demonstrate our know-how in using these
newer technologies.”
To do just that, Felder and Bennett decided
in early 2009 to develop and showcase two
highly interactive rich-media solutions at
that year‟s CMA Music Festival. With less
than two months before the event,

however, they needed to work fast to put
their idea into practice.

Solution
Fortunately, others had the same idea at
the same time, and among them was Ben
Henderson, Partner and Senior Software
Engineer, Firefly Logic, a Microsoft®
BizSpark network partner and longtime
technology consultant for CMA. Henderson
suggested not only the solutions—richmedia experiences akin to what Felder had
seen used in the television broadcasts of
the 2008 Olympic Games and the 2009 U.S.
presidential inauguration—but also the
technologies behind those solutions: the
Microsoft Silverlight™ browser plug-in and
the Windows® Azure platform.
“Even though Flash multimedia software
was used far more widely in our industry,
we liked what we learned about Silverlight,
especially its Deep Zoom capabilities,”
Felder points out. “We also liked the
Windows Azure platform for supporting the
„cloud‟ services model that would enable us
to host the solutions at Microsoft data
centers. This would give us the scalability
we needed without our having to invest in
additional server hardware and support
staff.” The cloud services model refers to
the hosting and management of Web
applications and services on the Internet
through data centers.
Felder also points out that these Microsoft
products represented a “natural fit,”
considering the technology direction in
which both CMA and Firefly Logic were
heading. “More and more, we were taking
advantage of the broader Microsoft
development and deployment platform,”
he says. “So it made sense for us to
continue down that path for solutions we
would feature at the festival.”

“The reception to these
solutions has been far
and above anything we
imagined.”
Chris Felder, Digital Media Director,
Country Music Association

With “Be This Close,” a solution
based on Silverlight Deep Zoom
technology, fans participated in a
“scavenger hunt” among images
of their favorite celebrity artists.

Engaging the Fans
A team of five Firefly Logic developers
tackled the project and, with support from
various Microsoft product teams, created
two rich-media solutions for debut at the
CMA Music Festival: “Be This Close” and
“Hotshots.” Both solutions rely on
Silverlight Deep Zoom technology, which
allows viewers to access hundreds of
images and rapidly zoom in for highresolution detail without any loss of overall
performance. Now accessible on the CMA
Web site, the solutions also use binary
large object storage available through
the Windows Azure platform for serving
image tiles.
Be This Close showcases more than 850
photographs from current and past CMA
Music Festivals, enabling fans to participate
in “scavenger hunts” in which they are
awarded prizes for locating selected items

among the photos. This solution was
publicized not only at the 2009 festival, but
also on a subsequent television special
about the event, and it was scheduled to be
publicized during the 2009 CMA Awards.
Like Be This Close, Hotshots features
photographs—hundreds of them snapped
at the festival and uploaded by fans for
sharing with fellow fans. On this solution,
Firefly Logic developers collaborated with
Cell Journalist, a Nashville-based socialmedia platform provider and member of
the Microsoft BizSpark program, and
employed the Microsoft .NET Compact
Framework 3.5 to create client software for
Windows Mobile® phones and other
smartphones.
Generating Record-Setting Downloads
Firefly Logic developers also contributed
their efforts on a geo-mapping solution
that Microsoft showcased at its own festival
booth, as well as an add-in for Windows
Internet Explorer® 8 that they made
available on the Microsoft site.
Known as “Where Am I,” the geo-mapping
solution incorporated elements of the
Microsoft Virtual Earth™ online mapping
platform and Microsoft Tag technology to
enable festival-goers to pinpoint their
location among the various event venues
and access shuttle-bus schedules for
reaching those venues. This solution
included a map that displayed barcodes
corresponding to the various locations. An
individual wanting to use the solution
simply pointed his or her mobile device at a
given barcode and then received a
download of a Bing™ map showing how to
reach the desired location.
The add-in for Windows Internet Explorer 8,
which was developed and deployed in just
two hours, includes a Flash widget pulled
from the CMA Web site, video content, and

“We went into this
thinking we might have
to use a dynamic-backup
solution. But in the end,
with Windows Azure,
that wasn‟t necessary.”
Ben Henderson, Partner and Senior
Software Engineer, Firefly Logic

Twitter messages. CMA promoted the addin during the festival, and over the
following two weeks, the add-in was
downloaded by more than 27,000 visitors
to the U.S. Gallery section of the Microsoft
site for Windows Internet Explorer 8 addins. This made it the third most popular
Web slice in the United States during that
period.

Benefits
CMA is realizing significant business
benefits from having developed and
deployed the rich-media solutions based
on Silverlight and the Windows Azure
platform. With the solutions available to
fans on the CMA Web site, the association
is generating record visits to the site and
demonstrating technology leadership to
the industry as a whole. As well, having
used the cloud services hosting model for
these solutions, CMA was able to produce
them rapidly, make them highly scalable
and reliable, and run them cost-effectively.
Expanding the Fan Base
Judging from the interest generated by the
Be This Close and Hotshots solutions on its
Web site, CMA is achieving its objective of
reaching out to country-music fans in an
engaging fashion. Over a period of 12
weeks following the festival, for example,
Be This Close recorded nearly 26,000 player
sessions with an average viewing time of
nearly three minutes. Over the same period,
Hotshots recorded nearly 2,500 visits and
3,000 views, with an average viewing time
of two minutes.
“The reception to these solutions has been
far and above anything we imagined,”
Felder says, suggesting that their popularity
may be responsible for a correspondingly
growing interest in the CMA Web site itself.
“Compared with the same post-festival
time period of 2008, overall site visits are
up by 7 percent, unique visitors are up by

18 percent, and page views are up by 11
percent.”
With growing interest in the CMA Web site
comes the potential for a larger audience
for the annual CMA Awards, which is
broadcast live in November and typically
viewed by more than 34 million people
worldwide. Felder and his colleagues are
delighted whenever they are successful in
generating excitement surrounding the
program. “It‟s impossible to know exactly
what parts of our larger, ongoing publicity
efforts might help to boost ratings for this
program,” he says. “But we are committed
to doing everything we can toward
reaching that goal, and having the Be This
Close and Hotshots solutions on our Web
site is a solid part of that.”
Demonstrating Technology Leadership
For Bennett, the enthusiastic response to
Be This Close and Hotshots carries
favorable implications beyond cultivating a
broader, tech-savvy fan base. “This
experience shows the industry that we are
using technology in sophisticated and
creative ways to reach fans of all
demographics,” he says. “This helps us start
a conversation with the labels, artists, and
management companies about how they
too can use technology to connect more
strongly with fans and potentially increase
revenue.”
Felder concurs, emphasizing that CMA is
now in an excellent position to initiate such
conversations. “Because we represent the
entire country-music industry, we must
continually demonstrate that we are
technology leaders,” he says. “With this
experience, we are doing that and,
consequently, enhancing our stature in the
industry and furthering our business from a
public-relations perspective.”

“This experience shows
the industry that we are
using technology in
sophisticated and
creative ways to reach
fans of all
demographics.”
Ben Bennett, Online Promotion & Mobile
Marketing Manager, Country Music
Association

Streamlining Development, Deployment,
and Hosting
An added benefit to CMA is that bringing
these solutions to fans and the industry
turned out to be a far easier process than
Felder and Bennett envisioned. Using the
Microsoft Visual Studio® 2008
development system and the Microsoft
Visual C#® development tool, developers
produced Be This Close from start to finish
in just three weeks and Hotshots in just two
weeks.
According to Henderson, this efficiency
came primarily from two sources: expert
advice provided by the Microsoft product
teams, and the prior experience of the
Firefly Logic team working with the
Windows Presentation Foundation, which
shares many features with Silverlight. “With
our knowledge of Windows Presentation
Foundation, we began productive work
with Silverlight right away,” he says. “This is
in sharp contrast to the delay we might
have encountered had we tried to use a
technology with which we were unfamiliar.”
For Firefly Logic and CMA, both
development and deployment advantages
have come from the solutions‟ use of the
cloud services hosting model. “For these
solutions we were able to leverage existing
back-end services from the Windows Azure
platform and, on the Hotshots solution,
from Cell Journalist as well,” Bennett says.
“This helped us enjoy a fast, flexible, and
cost-effective approach to building new
functionality—writing less code than we
would have otherwise and avoiding the
need to support an expensive new
infrastructure.”
Bennett considers the cloud services model
central to the success of the solutions. “If
we hadn‟t been able to pull from existing
services, Be This Close and Hotshots would
have taken months, rather than weeks, to

produce,” he says. “Considering the
aggressive timeline we were facing to get
everything done in time for the festival,
without cloud services we might have been
unable to tackle these projects at all.”
Similarly, CMA achieved the necessary
scalability and reliability through the cloud
services hosting model supported by the
Windows Azure platform. “We didn‟t know
how many fans would want to play Be This
Close or upload their photos to Hotshots,
so we had to have a highly scalable and
reliable content-delivery system,” Bennett
explains. “By enabling us to host the
solutions at Microsoft data centers, the
Windows Azure platform gave us that.”
In fact, the Windows Azure platform proved
to be even more capable of providing the
needed scalability and reliability than
developers had initially assumed. “We went
into this thinking we might have to use a
dynamic-backup solution,” Henderson says.
“But in the end, with Windows Azure, that
wasn‟t necessary.”
Benefiting the Entire Industry
Encouraged by the success of the Be This
Close and Hotshots solutions, CMA worked
with Firefly Logic on additional Silverlightbased rich-media experiences, including a
well-received Twitter-based feed
aggregator for the 2009 CMA Awards.
Based on these developments, Felder
considers CMA‟s work with Silverlight and
the Windows Azure platform to be an
impressive achievement.
“We‟re showing how the technology can
help forge stronger connections among the
fans, the labels, the artists, and the industry
as a whole,” Felder says. “The benefits are
not only for CMA, but potentially for the
entire industry.”

For More Information

Microsoft Web Platform

For more information about Microsoft
products and services, call the Microsoft
Sales Information Center at (800) 4269400. In Canada, call the Microsoft
Canada Information Centre at (877) 5682495. Customers in the United States and
Canada who are deaf or hard-of-hearing
can reach Microsoft text telephone
(TTY/TDD) services at (800) 892-5234.
Outside the 50 United States and
Canada, please contact your local
Microsoft subsidiary. To access
information using the World Wide Web,
go to:
www.microsoft.com

Design, develop, and deliver innovative
Web solutions for your business. The
Microsoft Web Platform offers all the tools,
technologies, and server software necessary
to create satisfying Web experiences.
To learn more, go to:
www.microsoft.com/web

For more information about Firefly Logic,
visit the Web site at:
www.fireflylogic.com
For more information about the Country
Music Association, visit the Web site at:
www.CMAworld.com
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Bing Maps for Enterprise
Microsoft Tag
Microsoft Virtual Earth
Microsoft Visual Studio
− Microsoft Visual Studio 2008
Professional Edition
− Microsoft Visual C#
Windows Azure Platform
− Windows Azure
− Microsoft .NET Services



Technologies
− Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5
− Microsoft .NET Compact
Framework 3.5
− Microsoft Silverlight 2.0
− Windows Presentation Foundation
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